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Learning the practical side of

SchOlarship
For generations, law students
have enhanced their education by
working on a law journal.
In addition to honing their
writing, research, and analytical
skills, they learn valuable life
lessons about working with all
kinds of people, motivating others,
meeting deadlines, and handling
the details involved with printing
and mailing a tangible product.
Of course, as a sign of good grades,
hard work, and strong writing
ability, journal experience gives
students a leg up in the
job market, and it's a critical first
step to a scholarly career.
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All these advantages are now more
widely available because in 1994-95,
ambitious University of Michigan Law
School students have established three
new law journals. With a total of seven
journals publishing general scholarship
and specific fields of law, students can
find a research experience to match their
own interests.
The two newest journals are the
Michigan]oumal of Race & Law, which
will focus on critical race theory and
similar areas of scholarship, and the
Michigan Law & Policy Review, which will
publish articles with a conservative
outlook. Although the journals appear to
be at opposite ends of the ideological
spectrum, they are cooperating closely
with one another, sharing space and a
symposium date. ,
At press time, both journals were
scheduled to hold events Oct. 13-14,
the Law & Policy Review's symposium
focusing on "Tort Reform: Legislative,
Academic&: Practitioner Solutions," and
The Race & Law's looking 'Toward a New
Civil Rights Vision." The topics were
selected so that both the events and the
resulting inaugural issues would address
timely topics important to the legal
profession, according to the editors in
chief.
Guy Charles, a third-year student,
explains, "We started our journal, Race
& Law, because some of the students of
color realized two things. One, that
students of color at the Law School were
getting very little journal experience; and,
two, that race issues were dealt with, at
best, as special issues, and often they
were not dealt with at all."
Their first issue, drawn from the
symposium presentations, will feature
debate on affirmative action, welfare
reform, voting rights, criminal justice,
and immigration policy. Future issues
will continue to explore "the impact of

Stephanie Gold

contemporary legal and social issues on
civil rights jurisprudence, and attempt to
provide a framework within which the
evolution of civil rights jurisprudence can
be discussed."
Jeffrey Pombert, editor in chief of Law
& Policy Review, was among a group of
1994 summer starters who came up with
a proposal for a conservative journal in
the spring of 1995. "We wanted to deal
more directly with policy issues Congress
takes up, and how the actions of Congress and the Supreme Court interact,"
explains the third-year student from
Illinois. "Also, we wanted to present
more conservative scholarship because
we think most of the major law reviews
just don't cover that outlook and philosophy as we think they should."

Guy Charles

While preparing their proposal for
journal funding, the would-be editors
researched journals publishing conservative work and found only the Harvard
journal of Law & Public Policy exclusively
devoted to that viewpoint. "We think
there is more of a market for this. We
also wanted to do something to make the
school better," Pombert adds. "We think
we can do this by turning out a quality
journal with articles by leading scholars
and by showing that even with
Michigan's reputation as a bastion of
political correctness, the conservative
viewpoint is represented."
About twenty students are working on
the policy review journal this fall . The
journal, which is philosophically aligned
with the Federalist Society and the
speakers it presents, cosponsored a
debate on affirmative action with the
society on Sept. 28. Forty people are
currently working on the race and law
journal; 17 are editorial board members
and 23 are associate editors.
A third journal launched in 1994
offers a completely different, technologybased experience for students. The

Michigan Telecommunication and Technology Law Review (MTTLR) debuted in
1994 as one of the nation's first entirely
electronic online journals. It is dedicated
to exploring the complex issues sur-

Deborah Hamilton

rounding the regulation of ever-changing
communication technology. "This is an
incredibly exciting project; it's infinitely
more interesting than the routine citechecking that most people associate with
law reviews," says Andrew Boer. Adds
editor in chief Gil Raviv, "Publishing
articles is only one aspect of what we do.
We place a lot of emphasis on conferences; we see ourselves as more than just
a journal, but a place in the University to
connect all the schools with an interest in
technology and inter-related legal and
policy questions."

MTTLR won financial support from
Lexis last year, and hosted a symposium
on competition in telecommunications
featuring leaders in the industry and
regulatatory agencies. Four articles
comprising the first issue were uploaded
on Lexis this summer. The second issue
will follow by January. The articles
also are available on the journal's
World Wide Web home page (http://
www.umich.edu/-umlaw) .
The twenty-seven associate editors and
twenty-four senior editors don't face the
complexities of getting articles on the
presses as their colleagues do, yet their
paper-free publishing venture presents
some challenges. The technology is so
new and changes so fast that the editors
find themselves working out glitches to
upload articles in an attractive, readable
manner. "Our goal is to post an exceptional journal with a presence and image
on line that does justice to the quality of
the articles that we're publishing,"
Raviv says.
Scholarship in the multidisciplinary
field of "net law" is exploding, as scholars, practitioners, and users work out
how traditional concepts of intellectual
property, corporate law, telecommunications law, and entertainment law might
apply to new forms of communication,
if they do at all. Because the journal
covers such a broad range of law and
issues, it has attracted an equally diverse
group of students, only half of whom
could be considered technophiles, Raviv
says. "We're exposing them to the
technology that will give them an
advantage in practice. What we're doing
is so unique, it's an opportunity to have a
taste of the future."
These new journals have offered the
senior editors who launched them
unparalled organizational experience,
while expanding the opportunities for
junior staff to conduct research in areas
of interest and develop professional legal
writing skills.
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"I believe that the student-edited law
journal is a brilliant pedagogical tool, the
perfect bridge to carry students from an
undergraduate writing style to a lawyer's
writing style," says Dean Jeffrey Lehman.
"On a law journal, the second-year
student author is compelled to write to
please a third-year student editor. After
an initial phase of blaming miscommunication on the reader's weaknesses, the
student writer learns to take responsibility for getting his or her message across.
And that is precisely the temperament
required for a lawyer to be effective with
busy clients, judges, and professional
colleagues."
While the journal experience is
valuable, it is also resource-intensive in
terms of money, staff support and space.
Editorial boards alone include as many as
twenty people per journal. While the
students do most of the work themselves,
the Law School's Publications Center,
headed by Maureen Bishop, provides
word-processing and typesetting services,
as well as business services related to
subscriptions, printing and mailing for
most of the journals. (The Michigan Law
Review, which comes closest to being selfsupporting financially, has its own staff;
the Michigan journal of Law Reform, the

Michigan journal of International Law,
and the Michigan journal of Gender & Law
are doing their own word processing and
desktop editing.)

To ensure that new journals don't
jeopardize the quality of established,
flourishing publications, a committee was
formed last year to consider how to
evaluate and fund journal proposals.
The committee recommended approving
strong, well-researched proposals on a
provisional basis. For two years, such
journals would receive start-up funding
to produce one issue a year. "We felt that
we could provide a valuable journal
experience with relatively low funding,
while giving students a chance to prove
that there is a need for the research they
wish to publish and that they can
maintain the quality of the research,"
explained Professor Christina Whitman,
who chaired the committee. A former
Law Review editor-in-chief herself,
Whitman believes in journals: "It was
the most time-consuming thing I've ever
done in my life, bttt it was one of the
most valuable things I've ever done."
Current editors of Michigan's established journals agree. Says Stephanie
Gold, editor in chief of the University

of Michigan journal of Law Reform,
"I've improved my writing skills a lot,
although I now can't read a newspaper
without editing it." More important to
her, however, was "learning how to work
together to meet a deadline and put out
an issue. It takes a lot of work and
patience with one another, but it's a great
feeling when you do get it done."
"We gain such a wide variety of
experience, from the nuts-and-bolts of
cite-checking and editing to motivating
people. We have the satisfaction of
putting out something tangible of interest
to all of us and our readers," says
Michelle Motowski, publication manager
of the three-year-old Michigan journal of

"I believe that the student~
edited law journal is a brilliant
pedagogical tool, the perfect
bridge to carry students from
an undergraduate writing style
to a lawyer's writing style ... " Gender & Law.
-
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Deborah Hamilton, editor-in-chief of
the Michigan Law Review, says: "It's an
opportunity to be treated as a professional. All of a sudden we are forced to
work with all sorts of people: professors,
practitioners, administrators, and staff
members. It's a great intellectual challenge, but also a great practical challenge.
It's not enough to be able to read a piece

Michelle Motowski

and say this is a great article or a terrific
student note; you have to know how to
take the steps to make that article
become a real printed piece."
Amit Shashank, a student from India
who is editor-in-chief of the Michigan
journal of International Law, tells incoming associate editors that their involvement will "open up whole new worlds
that will be necessary to them in practice.
They will work side by side with students
who freely share their wide-ranging
international experiences, and review
cutting-edge scholarship on timely legal
topics." Shashank adds that "academically and socially, it's an environment
that would keep anyone stimulated."

Amit Shashank

Shashank says the most important
skill he has learned on the review is "to
be able to extract the best from a team of
highly motivated people." He sees his
role as editor-in-chief as steering different
kinds of people - professors, students,
administrators, staff - toward a common goal, "like a laser that takes particles
moving in all directions and aligns them
in a unified direction."
"I see journals bridging the gap
between law school and the practical
world. They give students the advantage
of learning to use legal analysis and
knowing what it is to deal with real life
matters, like making sure that there is
chalk on hand and water at the podium
during a symposium."
Meanwhile, like their classmates on
the new journals, the staff of the existing
reviews are tackling new challenges and
projects themselves. The Law Review is
looking at ways to use technology to
improve the production process. "We've
set up a technology committee to look at
issues such as how online services can
help us make people's work more
interesting," says Hamilton. The Law
Review considers about a thousand

articles annually for its eight issues,
accepting up to thirty. To speed citechecking, they are experimenting with
software that lets you pop a disk into a
computer with WestLaw®access and
automatically check articles. "Of course,
we've found that there is no substitute for
people sitting down and going over cites
with a fine-tooth comb," she says.
The journal of International Law also is
interested in technological upgrades that
will help them handle word processing
and typesetting tasks better. The staff is
also preparing to publish the first edition
of an international Blue Book that aims to
establish worldwide standards for legal
citations. In addition, it will publish a
symposium issue on the changing
functions and roles of the United Nations
Security Council.
With its second issue off the presses
in March, The journal"of Gender & Law
recently won approval to increase
publication from one to two issues a year.
"We're very excited. This will help us
maintain our subscription base and to
attract even better articles," says
Motowski. About twenty-five students
work on the publication, which is one of
about eight journals in the country
focused on gender issues.

The Michigan]ournal of Law Reform
is busy planning a symposium which
will be held in March (tentative dates
March 22, 23). The symposium is on
products liability and the revisions being
made to the Restatement (third) Torts.
The journal has had an excellent
response from those they have invited
to participate.
Few, if any, other professions put the
responsibility for editing and publishing
scholarship in the hands of students.
While this unique relationship seems ripe
for conflict, Michigan's editors report that
they have little trouble with professors even their own - over the editorial
changes they suggest. Shashank explains
that the system works because journals

need professors' articles, and professors
need quality journals that can publish
their articles. Adds Hamilton, "The
more profesional we are, then the more
professionally we are treated. If we
put the time in and show we are taking
this very seriously, we're treated with
respect."
Participating on the journals "opens so
many doors, not just careerwise, but in the
degree of seriousness with which you are
taken. I feel really lucky to be doing this.
At the Law Review, we're happy that new
journals will make this opportunity
available for even more students. I've
learned such a tremendous amount that
I think students and the school can only
benefit from this experience."

Readers interested in subscribing
to any of the University of Michigan
Law School journals should contact:
Michigan Law Review

Dorothy Kelly
Business Manager
S 323 Legal Research
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1215
ph. (313) 763-5870
FAX (313) 764-8309
All others:
Maureen Bishop
Business Manager
B- lOC Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1215

ph. (313) 763-6100
FAX (313) 764-6043
E-mail: maureena@umich.edu
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